SyacnVReeJ-Time) research project in which meteorological data is being managed by the TEDS database to «asport TAMS/RT applications programs. Initial trial installations have proven soccestruJ in the Fleet. Several individual applications that share data are combined utiii™, n.^Tflpc even though may run ca ditbnm bm&^mt^ottmm eoBäpatkm. These applicant program* require ouumal changes and "mcotnnatible" hardware resources can be networked, incorporating
INTRODUCTION TO TESS AND TEDS
The Navy Tactical Environmental Support System Next Century (TESS(NC)) suppc ships and shore sites and interfaces with a variety of Navy r^mm.nH tnd Control, Commu and Computers, and Intelligence (C4I) systems. The NITES (Navy Integrated Tactical Envir Subsystem) Version I provides the METOC Community with the tools necessary to view dimensional atmosphere and ocean environments, manipulate the data, and use their pre training to produce value-added products in support of the on-scene commander. The > version provides on-scene operational decision-makers, i.e., the warfighters, with the abilitj tailored METOC products within the tactical arena so mat the operational decision-maker ce interpret the direct impact of the METOC environment on warfare operations. NITES II aL< Tactical Decision Aids (TDAs) within the C4I architecture access to mnured METOC data m is tailored to aviation support NITES IV provides mobile support tor tactical users. Nl for foreign military sales. 
METOC database imagery data consists of standard format raster display products (e g GIF)
by an analysis or decision aid application. These display products are typically generated by ^^^«y.we*her forecasting«» analysis, or METOC decision aid programs local anal to TESS(NC) systems. The types of imagery products supported achide projected satellite METOC application screen captures, briefing slides, and standard format Internet Web Imagery data consists of information describing the characteristic of toe dam and either the "-' product or produced ~mm"definJtions that refaenee gengnphk location (region or dstasets, operator annotations, other products, and/or processing routines necessary to -*-' display producL products, entim i point), Climatology, which is static data, will have individual data segments for each data type as TEDS matures. Examples of climatology data are Surf** Marine Gridded Climatology. Low Frequency Bottom Loss, and Terrain data.
RemoteTEDS P«K»ottTED^nware library
Broker Antuttcttre(CORBA). RemoteTEOS allows an application to make TEDS API function calls when the TEDS database is hosted on another hardware platform (or even the same system) RemotolTOSimiJkmentstbeTEDSAPübyrjas«^ This interface tfaM *?."f" MpMtM ' dl * üiai n P tacm * *" of mformix. More specifically, RemoteTEDS is a layer maenad between the invocation of a TEDS API function call and the processing of that TEDS APIfimenoncalL RemoteTEDS relies on CORBA as its transport mechanism, utilizing its own set of In summary, for each TEDS function call implemented, an equivalent method was required to be written in DDL. Each of the data types used by these functions had to have equivalent 1DL data types aswelL Once the 1DL was written for all of the aecemrv TEDS IMUMHU, «n«»«jw»«iw»g «A t«, th> client and a server side of the RemoteTEDS had to be written. The client side (which is the only side the end application programmer sees) must connect to a RemoteTEDS server within the "ted snnO" function, and act as a proxy to the RemoteTEDS server for all TEDS function calls. Here, each of the DDL methods has a C function "wrapper" of the TEDS function call that, in torn, calls its cotiespuuding RemoteTEDS CORBA method (again translating any data structures, if required). The server receives these method invocations, calls the actual TEDS, and returns the result (handling any data conversions necessary).
For example, a TEDS API C function:
Int ted_GridRetr( GRIDQUERY, PUNKEDLIST); becomes the IDL method:
Interface GRI£>_API { int GridRetr ( GridDaULL);
itUGRIDQUERY GridQnery, out idl.GRIDDATAs Environmental Database Support for the Navy Using CORBA
